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As the vast majority of our readers will be aware, today marks the 30th
anniversary of the 1987 crash. It is hard to think of a more different set of
market conditions than those which exist today. During the crash the VXO index
registered its all-time high reading of 172.8 (intraday on Tuesday October 20th)
and its closing high of 150.2 (on Black Monday), and the realized 30 day
volatility of the SPX reached 87.4%, slightly higher than anything seen in the
2008 bear market at 82.2%. It is perhaps ironic that today’s reading stands at
4.4%, which is the lowest measure recorded in the 45 year history that we have
available to us.

Nevertheless, as postseason baseball fans will be aware, “it ain’t boring if you’re
scoring” and this year’s ultra-low volatility environment has been combined
with considerable progress by the vast majority of global benchmarks, including
the SPX index. Indeed, when comparing 1987 to 2017 one could usefully employ
the metaphor of the Tortoise and the Hare since 1987 saw the SPX index
explode out of the blocks and gain over 39% by late August, before surging US
interest rates started to cut away at the equity market leading to the late
October crash.

By contrast 2017 has witnessed a plodding march higher with a couple of brief
spurts helping boost YTD returns to 14.4%. This is one of the stronger years
witnessed in recent decades and even beats the mid-October gains recorded
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by the SPX index in 1999 (when it was really only the technology sector that
exploded higher), although it lags the stronger gains recorded in 2013 and
1997 (see chart) that also took the SPX deep into blue-sky territory (we
exclude 2009 from this comparison since that year’s powerful advance only
represented a recovery of a portion of the prior bear market). However, with
regards to 1987 and 2017 it seems fairly clear that “slow and steady” will win
the race, barring a remarkable change in market conditions.

http://www.storyarts.org/library/aesops/stories/tortoise.html
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As we have stated before, the market is likely to continue on its current path
unless an obvious change in economic, corporate or monetary conditions takes
place. This would likely involve more than a significant equity market decline,
but would probably require another key asset class undergoing a dislocation. At
present it is not only equity markets that are placid, but also fixed income
whether you are looking at long term sovereign yields or credit spreads, which
for US investment grade are currently at their lowest levels since 2007.

About the only thing that can be said to have changed in recent weeks is the
slope of the US yield curve, which is threatening to flatten to new cycle lows as
short term interest rates push higher. The US 2 year yield has broken out to a
new 9 year high at 1.56%, but still only prices in moderate FOMC tightening
through 2018. Should the FOMC actually deliver on its dot plots the FDTR
would be somewhere between 2.0% and 2.25% by the end of 2018 which in the
absence of a sharp move higher by the long end of the curve would result in a
fairly flat yield curve by mid-2018.

We view this to be a realistic risk, but one which would not be likely to be
relevant to markets in 2017, given that a “dovish hike” in December is now
accepted as likely. It is possible that a change in leadership at the FOMC could
be a catalyst for a hardening of the market’s view on policy rates, particularly if
the proposed Chair was aggressive in his (assuming Janet Yellen is not
reappointed) discussion of policy at confirmation hearings or the media.

Regarding economic conditions there is no reason to expect a sudden
worsening of data in the US or elsewhere, given the weight of evidence that
suggests that the world is enjoying its first synchronized period of growth in a
decade (again ignoring the V shaped recovery of 2009/10). It may be fair to
state that expectations have risen accordingly (although sentiment to Japan
and China still looks to lag the scale of recovery), but an outright deterioration
of conditions is unlikely to be signaled by the data.

As far as corporate conditions are concerned we would expect this to be a
strong earnings season, and the worst that can be said is that valuations leave
little room for disappointment. However, we would always rather navigate an
expensive market in a good economy than a cheap market in a worsening one
and the substantial improvement in global trade data and reflation sensitive
markets suggests that economically sensitive sectors should be able to broadly
meet expectations.

Again looking out further we can imagine how the successes of 2017 lead to
terminal excess in 2018 or 2019, particularly in the key technology sector whose
status is starting to resemble the conglomerates of the late 1960’s. We
suggested back in early 2010 that the “Go-Go” cycle of the 1960’s may be a
useful metaphor for the then nascent cycle and nothing that has happened
since has changed our mind. 50 years ago there was a naïve belief that the
strength of management and implementation of technology shown by a
number of leading corporations meant that they could be trusted to combine a
wider and wider array of businesses under a corporate umbrella before a
combination of rising inflation, higher interest rates and worsening economic
conditions exposed the flaws behind this business model.

The steady extension of technology leadership into an increasing array of
economic spheres may be dominated by investment and innovation rather than
acquisition (although there have increasingly been examples of the latter), but
the broadening of their scope of operations and increasing degree of internal
competition seem likely to be key factors in the ultimate termination of this
long and powerful cycle.



S&P 500

The SPX has continued to rally to higher ground. On the day of our last note (15 sessions ago) the large cap index traded back above round
number resistance at the 2,500 level and in the days that have followed the index has trudged higher closing yesterday’s session at 2,561.26 up
1.90 points to another new record high. After a brief touch at the signal line in late September MACD has moved higher and although it once
again is touching the signal line it is at a comfortable level in positive territory at the best level in seven months. We now mark first support at
the 50-day ma at 2,492 and second at the August lows at 2,420.
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NASDAQ 100

The NDX decisively broke out above 6,000 on October 5th with a 58.31 point or +0.97% rally rising above price resistance that had thwarted a
continuation of the rally since it first tagged it in early September. The index has since added to its gains and it can now be classified as bonafide
breakout (2% above resistance). The high tech index is up +3.0% vs +2.2% gain in the SPX over the past three weeks. There has been no
deterioration in MACD. The momentum oscillator has marked the first higher high since June and is tracking higher in positive territory. We
now mark first support at 6,000 and second at the September 25th low at 5,839.90.
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Russell 2000

On September 27th the RTY rallied 27.95 points or +1.92% breaking out of the 10-month trading range marking the best single day gain during
that entire period. The index followed through to a new record high close on October 5th at 1,514.94 and has since back and filled until
yesterday when there was a hint that the short term consolidation may have run its course. MACD nearly reached the level seen in November of
last year and has rolled over but is firmly in positive territory. The slowing of upside momentum is hardly a surprise after the 10.85% rally since
the August 18th low. We now mark first support at 1450 and worst case support at 1350. Short term resistance is at 1,514.94 and above that
there is nothing but blue sky.
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VXO

The VXO index closed at 7.53 on Wednesday and has continued to look comfortable in single digits to the extent that its 200 day ma crossed
below 10 for the first time in the 31 year history of the index. This justifies our belief earlier in the year that a prolonged period of depressed
volatility may take place without sparking a sharp correction. As low as the VXO may currently be, it is still well above recent realized (or
historic) 30 day volatility of the SPX index which declined to at least a 45 year low of 4.4% this week.

In other words the price of volatility is not particularly cheap based on recent moves by the market. Furthermore a significant degree of “skew”
is present, meaning that betting on a decline is priced significantly higher that betting on a continued advance. We would be rather more
concerned if sub-10 readings in the VXO were combined either with a pickup in historic volatility or a collapse of skew, but the current situation
could still be maintained for a good while longer.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

A day after our last note on the technical condition of the MXEF the index bottomed after a brief flirtation with support at the 50-day ma. This
was for all intents and purposes the 5th time the shorter term moving average acted as support on any pullback in price since the lows at the
turn of the year continuing the string of higher highs and higher lows. MACD also regained its composure at just above neutral and has begun
to track higher. This price action has been impressive as of late as it has quietly absorbed the short term strength in the USD. We now mark first
support at 1,115 and second at 1,070.
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10 Year Treasury Note

The 10 year yield closed Wednesday at 2.35%, only 4 bp higher than its level when we last wrote 3 weeks ago and the yield was trapped in a
narrow 20 bp range between 2.20% and 2.40% throughout this period. Short term yields have made a more interesting move over this period
with both the 1 year (1.405%) and 2 year yield (1.563%) closing at 9 year highs on Wednesday.

This has taken the slope of the yield curve back to its levels in the summer of 2016, when the 2-10 year spread hit 73 bp in early July, however
that was caused by a collapse of longer term yields around the Brexit vote rather than the steady push higher of short term yields as the market
prices in a faster pace of FOMC tightening than it expected a few weeks ago. Unless the 10 year yield can force its way above 2.40% (in which
case a move up to 2.70% would be conceivable) the yield curve looks likely to flatten considerably in the coming weeks, although we remain
quite far from the risk of an inverted yield curve.
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US Dollar

What we still consider to be a counter trend rally in the DXY began to falter last week but the index found temporary support at its 50-day ma
and bounced off the shorter term moving average. MACD has tracked back into positive territory but has begun to flatten. It does appear at
first glance that the DXY is trying to build a short term base but the Index remains in the longer term downtrend and we continue to consider
the 94 level as key resistance and only a close above that level would open the door to the 96 level and extend the counter trend move. We now
mark first support at the 50-day ma (which closed yesterday at 92.88) and second at the 91 level.
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Gold

Gold remains range bound around the $1300 level. The month long decline that started in early December found support at $1260, a little
higher than the 200 day ma, and the metal subsequently bounced back to $1306 on Monday, before declining back to close Wednesday at
$1281.05. This still looks to us to be a healthy consolidation of its 2017 gains and without writing any headlines gold has delivered an acceptable
YTD return of 11.2%.
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Crude Oil

When we last wrote crude oil was challenging resistance at the 52 level. It then pulled back to support afforded by the previous downtrend
break out level and the converging moving averages. It established a higher low and resumed its rally leaving it $0.11 shy yesterday of the close
three weeks ago and once again pushing against the 52 level. MACD has begun to hook higher potentially establishing a higher low. We now
mark first support at the confluence of price and moving average support at 49 and second at 47.
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Copper

Copper surged higher at the start of October in a move that not only repaired September’s decline but took the metal up to a new 3 year high at
$7,177 on Monday morning. The metal has since given up some of these gains closing at $6990 on Wednesday, but this still keeps the metal
within touching distance of its recent high and close to a 50% retracement ($7254) of its entire 2011 – 2016 bear market decline. This level now
represents a legitimate target in the weeks ahead and given that it combines a key retracement, the 2014 recovery high ($7212) and a roundish
number we would expect resistance around this level to be considerable.
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